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State of Utah Mail - Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change

PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Mark Barone (marcus_344@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 5:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Mark Barone
169 4th Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
marcus_344@yahoo.com
(801) 823-1234
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Richard Hall (rich@netlynx.us) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com> Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 5:59 PM
To: psc@utah.gov
Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Richard Hall
2145 Marblewood Dr
Riverton, UT 84065
rich@netlynx.us
(801) 512-5521
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Joni Writs (joniwirts@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 6:08
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Joni Writs
7052 S 2930 E
Slc, UT 84121
joniwirts@yahoo.com
(801) 556-3844
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Zoe Moskwa (zoemoskwa@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 6:18
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Zoe Moskwa
7052 S 2930 E
Slc, UT 84121
zoemoskwa@gmail.com
(801) 707-7832
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Dirk Davis (pdavis193@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 6:24
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Dirk Davis
1935 E 3200 N
Logan, UT 84341
pdavis193@comcast.net
(435) 792-6847
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Zoe Moskwa (zoemoskwa@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 6:28
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Zoe Moskwa
7052 S 2930 E
Slc, UT 84121
zoemoskwa@gmail.com
(801) 707-7832
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Vanessa Cato (revdvgc@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 7:05
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Vanessa Cato
1282 Cook St
Ogden, UT 84404
revdvgc@gmail.com
(000) 000-0000
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Andrew Middleton (andrewlaingmiddleton@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at
7:14 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Andrew Middleton
230E Broadway #510
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
andrewlaingmiddleton@gmail.com
(801) 244-8945
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Christopher Morgan (morgan.christopherp@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at
7:14 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Christopher Morgan
1708s 2300e
Salt lake city, UT 84108
morgan.christopherp@gmail.com
(801) 557-4851
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Craig Provost (cprovost@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 7:15
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Please do not let RMP charge us solar owners more!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Craig Provost
800 E. 18th Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
cprovost@att.net
(501) 416-5931
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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Public Comments on Docket No. 14-035-114 in opposition to proposed rate change
1 message
Dale Provost (dprovost@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 7:17
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Dale Provost
800 East 18th Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
dprovost@sbcglobal.net
(801) 416-5932
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Anne Willey (willey.coyote89@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 7:35
PM

Dear UT PSC,
I am a homeowner with solar panels. I love the service they provide me. I am baffled that more people do not invest in
this technology.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Anne Willey
388 E 750 S
Farmington, UT 84025
willey.coyote89@gmail.com
(703) 595-6418
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Nancy McDonough (nancy.mcdonough@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at
7:37 PM

Dear UT PSC,
If you side with big business rocky mountain power, and approve their request to impose punitive rates, you have to know
you won't maintain your position on the commission forever. There is only one right answer. Make sure you do the right
thing.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nancy McDonough
345 N 2450 E
St George, UT 84790
nancy.mcdonough@gmail.com
(801) 721-0312
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHRY9vuJP9WGG2FEhnA3JZ1zVYf_686DCb0GgC7KgMEP4E64WXdV/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4a07da40d9&jsver=lEZPUTRTf…
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1 message
Linda Mansell (info@planeinnovations.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 7:44
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Solar, wind and geothermal are power sources of the future. No coal or oil!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Linda Mansell
675 West 325 North
Escalante, UT 84726
info@planeinnovations.com
(435) 826-4601
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Heather Kelling (heatherkelling@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 7:59
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Utah government needs to be more supportive of green energy!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Heather Kelling
692 S 75e
Kaysville, UT 84037
heatherkelling@gmail.com
(801) 388-2658
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Stephen Jordan (stephenmjordan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 9:07
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Utah gets over 300 days of sunshine per year. We have the inversion from burning fossil fuels. Do the right thing.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Stephen Jordan
995 W Abigail Drive
Kamas, UT 84036
stephenmjordan@gmail.com
(858) 228-0237
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Maxine Maxwell Kite (lymphmassage4u@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at
9:43 PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Maxine Maxwell Kite
2220 e 3205 s
millcreek, UT 84109
lymphmassage4u@gmail.com
(801) 499-6344
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Nancy Yeager (nancyyeagaer@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 11:19
PM

Dear UT PSC,
We are suppose to be using means that will clean up our polluted air here in Utah!!! Like carpooling, not having fires in
our fireplaces etc. Using Solar power is another way we can cut down pollution!!! PLEASE commissioners support solar
power and don't impose all these financial burdens on people who would like solar panels on their roof tops. These
people should be rewarded for putting panels on their roofs. Rocky Mountain Power already makes money on solar
power producers by selling the electricity that solar panel households don't use by the end of April. We have solar panels
and any"banked" power that we have is wiped clean at the end of April each year. We are doing our part to clean up the
air quality here in the SL valley, don't penalize us!! And don't discourage others from putting up solar panels by charging
these fees. Rooftop solar panels are also decreasing the demand for power in the hot summer months when everyone is
using their air-conditioning which can cause electrical outages. Rooftop solar is also helping decrease the incidences of
Utah having to purchase power from other states! Please Please commissioners, don't let Rocky Mountain Power
discourage people from installing solar panels by imposing these fees.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Nancy Yeager
1725 W Riverview Dr
Bluffdale, UT 84065
nancyyeagaer@hotmail.com
(801) 699-2495
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Chris Cannon (chcannon@ymail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 11:20
PM

Dear UT PSC,
After all, monopolies are illegal, aren't they?
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Chris Cannon
321 Elm St.
SLC, UT 84120
chcannon@ymail.com
(801) 976-5432
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Karen Jensen (karenelizabeth1959@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 11:24
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Defend and support roof top solar - for all of us and the environment, too!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Karen Jensen
4032 S Montaia Dr
West Valley, UT 84119
karenelizabeth1959@gmail.com
(801) 964-9428
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Susan Maxfield <artsuspark@gmail.com>
Reply-To: artsuspark@gmail.com
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 12:06 AM

On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop
solar customers. I oppose this fee request. I do not believe the utility has proven that these customers burden other
ratepayers or the system with significant costs.
There are many problems with the utility's claims, including:
Rocky Mountain Power's Cost of Service study dramatically over estimates the cost of servicing rooftop solar customers
while underestimating the benefits solar provides to the grid and other ratepayers.
Almost 60% of the "costs" in Rocky Mountain Powers study are actually lost revenue for the utility, rather than actual
engineering and maintenance costs. It is not appropriate that the utility seeks to force solar customers to fill its
shareholders' pockets.
Lastly, the utility has failed to fully account many of the grid benefits which rooftop solar provides, such as transmission
upgrades, deferred capital costs and avoided environmental compliance costs.
I hope the governor's office and the commission take a hard look at the many detailed and thorough testimonies which
the solar industry and clean energy advocates will file in June 8.
Rooftop solar is not a "cost" for the grid, but a valuable resource and should be treated as such. These studies will prove
it.
Thank you for your time.

Susan Maxfield
834 E 500 S
SLC, UT 84102
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1 message
Colson Kramer (colsonkramer@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 1:57
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Colson Kramer
2486 East 3720 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
colsonkramer@hotmail.com
(801) 487-6100
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Deanna Denmead (dadenmead@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 4:16
AM

Dear UT PSC,
This only makes sense for a state with as much sun as we have. If Las Vegas can do it, we can.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Deanna Denmead
1160 E. 5575 S.
Ogden, UT 84405
dadenmead@gmail.com
(801) 482-7345
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Jeff Richey (jeffrichey3388@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 6:53
AM

Dear UT PSC,
The federal and state governments offer incentives to go to clean energy and push conservation but as soon as people
comply in comes the lobbyists that claim they need more money, as is the case with Rocky Mountain Power. When are
our elected officials, those not on the take, going to stand up for the people they were elected to represen???
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Jeff Richey
6284W 4800S
Hooper, UT 84315
jeffrichey3388@gmail.com
(801) 430-1589
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Val Evans (vae0720@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message <automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 7:00 AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Val Evans
1113 E Crandall Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
vae0720@aol.com
(801) 485-4961
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Judith Holzgen (judyholzgen@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 7:06
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Judith Holzgen
1039 W River Fox Way #301
Midvale, UT 84047
judyholzgen@sbcglobal.net
(801) 937-9849
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
William Forbes (2mdforbes@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 7:22
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Please look into the Nevada case, where such rates ruined the burgeoning solar power industry. Manufacturers left the
state, and installers were forced to find other employment. The devastation was so complete that their legislature is
revisiting the possibility of undoing what was done.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
William Forbes
279 S 425 W
Bountiful, UT 84010
2mdforbes@gmail.com
(801) 292-5018
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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Megan FitzKlein (meganfitzsimmons32186@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at
8:02 AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Megan FitzKlein
3776 S Washington Loop
Magna, UT 84044
meganfitzsimmons32186@gmail.com
(801) 597-3405
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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JoAnne Rando-Moon (randomoon@kanab.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 8:45
AM

Dear UT PSC,
I have a solar panel on my roof in Kanab, UT for my hot water heater and it has cut my electric bill in HALF!
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
JoAnne Rando-Moon
1250 S. Knoll Ave.
JoAnne, UT 84741
randomoon@kanab.net
(435) 644-8779
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Tim Redmond (kweejee@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:20
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Shouldn't their Blue Sky fees be going toward local green energy instead of power in other states that require a certain
amount of energy to come from green energy?
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Tim Redmond
122 Downington Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
kweejee@gmail.com
(801) 300-3864
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Malcolm Leitch (malcolm.leitch@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:58
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Malcolm Leitch
264 W 100 S
La Verkin, UT 84745
malcolm.leitch@hotmail.com
(801) 613-7132
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Gus Garcia (gus_ivan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 10:23
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Gus Garcia
7629 Kings Bride Drive
West Jordan, UT 84084
gus_ivan@yahoo.com
(801) 674-9609
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Dianne Budig (pdbudig@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 11:20
AM

Dear UT PSC,
I think Rocky Mountain Power should get on the solar band wagon or they will go by the way of land line phones. I think
solar and wind could help decentralize our power grid which would be a good safety strategy. I think if RMP would helped
people to affordable roof top solar they could figure out a way to benefit financially therefore we could all coexist.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Dianne Budig
1111 mead ave
Salt lake city, UT 84104
pdbudig@gmail.com
(801) 328-4512
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Carol Wright (carrothw@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 11:32
AM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Carol Wright
1720 E. 5600 S.
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
carrothw@comcast.net
(801) 277-6235
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Chalese Craig (ccraig@graniteschools.org) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 1:09
PM

Dear UT PSC,
This state and country need more renewable energy resources. RMP needs to supply the demamd and customers want
for cleaner and more cost effective power or they need to step aside. We should not be bullied or blocked for doing what
is right for our state, country, communitees, families and environment. Please help make green power and solar pannels
easier to obtain and accessible to the masses.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Chalese Craig
5434 West October Way
West Valley, UT 84120
ccraig@graniteschools.org
(801) 792-1594
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Leslie Beer (beerleslie1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 1:47
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Leslie Beer
136 E Uinta Point Lane
Draper, UT 84020
beerleslie1@gmail.com
(407) 350-0599
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Dean Elger (deanelger@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 2:37 PM

Dear UT PSC,
My wife and I just relocated full-time to Utah lastyear. We added solar panels to the construction of our home in
Springdale, Utah. We have no intention of running a cost benefit analysis to see if it makes financial sense. We are
incurring this cost in respect for the beautiful landscape of Zion National Park and the surrounding state of Utah which we
now call home. However this rate change could and likely will discourage other Utah citizens from making the same
decision.
Besides the obvious benefits for the environment our decision to add solar also helps local business and provides local
jobs. This change threatens the livelihood of these local businesses, our new neighbors, to benefit the profits of a large
corporation who won't replace the local jobs that will be lost. You just need to look to the state of Nevada to see what
happens in these cases. I respectfully expect more from the Utah legislature than to act as a front for corporate profits in
exchange for an adverse effect on the environmental and business health of our fair state.
After serving as a School Board Member before moving to Utah, I understand the sacrifice you all make in serving the
public and I want to thank the Commissioners for accepting public input on an issue that can become contentious and
affect future election outcomes.
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Dean Elger
3000 Navajo Way
Springdale, UT 84738
deanelger@me.com
(630) 240-2132
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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1 message
Karen Kummer (dizispell@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
<automail@knowwho.com>
To: psc@utah.gov

Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 2:57
PM

Dear UT PSC,
Dear Utah Public Service Commission Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White,
I strongly urge you to deny Rocky Mountain Power's request to impose punitive rates that would unfairly penalize Utah's
rooftop solar customers.
Rooftop solar benefits all customers by reducing the need to build new polluting power plants, saving all customers
money. Rooftop solar also protects our air and water by using clean, free sunshine as opposed to dirty fossil fuels. These
benefits far outweigh the cost shifts alleged by Rocky Mountain Power, which at most amount to only a penny or two per
month for average non-solar customers.
Utah should learn from neighboring states that have been down this road before. States where utilities succeeded in
implementing similarly discriminatory rate designs like the one proposed by Rocky Mountain Power have suffered a near
complete loss of rooftop solar development. This loss has meant less economic growth and fewer choices for customers.
Rocky Mountain Power's plan to kill rooftop solar is the wrong path for Utah, a bad deal for customers, and hobbles
Utah's vibrant solar industry.
Please reject Rocky Mountain Power's punitive rates for rooftop solar customers in favor of a rate structure that
recognizes the enormous benefits that rooftop solar provides to all customers. Don't let Rocky Mountain Power's
monopoly take away our rooftop solar!
cc: Cindy Crane, President and CEO, Rocky Mountain Power
Sincerely,
Karen Kummer
434 Van Ness PL
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
dizispell@me.com
(000) 000-0000
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider only, on behalf of the individual noted in the sender
information.
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